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Maidenhill Knowledge Organisers

Your Knowledge Organiser for each subject can be found in the following order:
1. English
2. Mathematics
3. Science
4. Art, Design and Nutrition (on rotation)
5. Computing
6. Drama
7. French
8. Geography 
9. History
10. Music
11. Physical Education
12. Religious Studies

Expectations
You are responsible for looking after your Knowledge Organisers. You should:
✓ Memorise and build upon the information in each Knowledge Organiser.
✓ Use the Knowledge Organiser on effective revision methods to get the most use out of them.
✓ Keep them neat and tidy.
✓ Ensure you have each subject listed above in your folder. 
✓ Bring them to school each day.
✓ Refer to them in lessons and your Independent Study.
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Three common revision techniques that are LEAST effective 
in helping you revise are:
•Highlighting texts
•Re-reading
•Summarising text

Flashcards
Simply create with questions on side and
answers on the other side. You can colour code 

for specific topics and quiz yourself or others.

Post its can be also useful for key words and timelines

Using Flashcards
Using the Leitner Method, using the video below
https://youtu.be/C20EvKtdJwQ

You can also create excellent flashcards online or 
on your phone using Quizlet 
which also had an app.

Retrieval Practice
Testing what you know is a powerful tool in revision, the effort 
to remember something really strengthens your memory

Apps such as Memrise and Quizlet allow you to use or create 
your own quizzes based on topics. Lots of subjects are also 
supported by Seneca. Create them, test yourself or get someone 
to test you, it’s works!

Types
There are a number of types you can create:

• Multiple Choice Questions

• True or False

• Short Explanation Questions

• Odd One Out

• If this is the answer then what is the question

Spaced

Test on old and new 
topics mixed up

Knowledge Organisers

Use to create ‘must know’ 
quizzes for a topic

Factors/Causes/Consequences

To identify 2-3 factors, causes of an 
event/person e.g. The rising against Tostig

Examples

‘Give two examples 
of……’

Dual Coding
Dual coding’ is the method of putting your knowledge 
into visual form  alongside words. It increases the 
chances of you remembering it.

How to:
1.Use simple drawings with 

matching simple descriptions

2. The drawing should represent your 
understanding of the topic

3.Try to draw links between images

An example activity you can do 
its creating a comic strip to 
represent the events of the 
Battle of Hastings

Deliberate Practice
Set aside time to practice 
improving your knowledge or 
skills. Choose what you need to 
do, it must be tough enough to 
challenge you, and practice, 
practice, practice!

You should focus on something 
that you are almost able to do 
but not just yet!

1.Use a model answer from the 
teacher, pull it apart and 
identify the key parts. Then 
answer a similar question and 
try to replicate

2.Study material, complete 
practice questions in timed 
conditions. Then use your notes 
to correct / improve your 
answer.

https://youtu.be/C20EvKtdJwQ
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Transform It

Examples:

1. Causation – Create a visual flow diagram of the events or actions in the order that they 
happen.

2. Change and Continuity – Create a Venn diagram to show what changed and did not 

3. Concept Mapping– At the end of a week, mind map all you can remember about a topic 
and link area together. Then add to your mind map using a different colour using notes

Graphic organisers are a great way of ‘transforming’ your notes/information into visual 
revision topics. 

They can be used to create links, show a narrative, identify the causes/consequences and 
importance of something.

Interleaving and Spacing
Don’t revise your all topics in one go (cramming), you should revise ‘chunks’ of a topic for small 
amounts of time (15 minutes) and then move onto another ‘chunk’ from a different topic. 
This will improve your memory!

You should always focus on the topics you are least confident on.

1.Create a revision plan to cover topics you need to cover (least confident first!) and then go back over them again 
later. Spread our your learning in small sections, 5 hours to 5 x 1 hour

2. Use your flashcards to self test yourself on old and new topics, self testing across these

The Big Picture

The best way to aid your 
understanding of a topic is to 
make sure you are confident 
with the big ‘overview’ story or 
information before you begin 
individual topics.
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- Orwell wrote the controversial novel as an allegorical tale that links 
with the history of the Soviet Union.  
- The Bolsheviks were a revolutionary party, committed to the 
communist ideas of Karl Marx. They believed that the working classes 
would liberate themselves from the control of the ruling classes. Lenin 
led the Bolshevik party. He was supported by Trotsky, who created a 
militia and they overthrew the Government in 1917.
- After Lenin died, Stalin came into power. He would not let anyone 
come in his way, so he exiled Trotsky. Stalin became a tyrannical leader; 
he controlled the media, set up labour camps and forced farmers into 
‘collectivisation’ – anyone who disagreed was murdered. There was a 
huge food shortage and many more died.

The Russian Revolution

4. Key Quotes

Animals oust 
Mr Jones 

after he fails 
to feed them

Battle of 
Cowshed

Seven 
Commandments 

of Animalism

Snowball 
chased 
away by 

dogs

Hens 
smash 
their 
eggs

Dogs assisted 
Napoleon to 

search through 
belongings

Napoleon 
executes 4 pigs 

that led the 
rebellion

Mr Frederick 
and his men 
destroy the 

rebuilt windmill

Treaty of 
Pilkington

Russian 
Revolution 

and 
abdication of 

Nicholas II

Russian 
Civil War

Lenin presents 
his April theses

Trotsky 
banished 

from Soviet 
Union

Peasants 
destroy 
crops/

Equipment 
rather than 

give it in.

NKVD helped 
Stalin carry out 

purges

Moscow trials 
of Stalin’s 

opponents

3. Russian Revolution Timeline vs Animal Farm

German 
invasion of 

Russia 

Postdam
Conference leads 
to the division of 

Germany

"All men are enemies. All animals are comrades."

"'I have no wish to take life, not even human life,' repeated Boxer, and 
his eyes were full of tears."

"Napoleon is always right.“

"The human beings did not hate Animal Farm any less now that it was 
prospering; indeed, they hated it more than ever.“

"They were always cold, and usually hungry as well.“

"Besides, in those days they had been slaves and now they were free, 
and that made all the difference, as Squealer did not fail to point out.“

Challenge yourself to annotate these quotes:

The Russian Revolution

Animal Farm

1. Key Vocabulary

Allegory: a narrative that contains a hidden meaning, typically a moral or 
political one.
Dystopia: an imagined state or society in which there is great suffering or 
injustice, typically one that is totalitarian or post-apocalyptic.



5. Language Component One

What is it? One of your GCSEs will include Language Component One. For Section A of this exam, you will be given an extract from a story. You 
will be asked a series of questions. For Section B, you will be given four narrative writing prompts and will use one to write your own short story.

6. Section A Breakdown Mark Times

1 Select the correct section from the text, select and 
retrieve answers.

5
5 

minutes

2 Aim to comment on 3-5 short, specific quotes.
Analyse these, using terminology and alternative 
interpretations where possible.

5
5 

minutes

3 Begin with an overview summarising your answer.
Use short, specific quotations where possible, aim 
for 7 – 10 Analyse these, using terminology and 
alternative interpretations where possible. 

10
10-12 

minutes

4 Begin with an overview summarising your answer.
Use short, specific quotations where possible, aim 
for 7 – 10 Analyse these, using terminology and 
alternative interpretations where possible. 

10
10-12

minutes

5 Begin with writing an overview summarising your 
point of view. “I agree…” Use short, specific 
quotations where possible, aim for 7 – 10. Analyse 
these, using terminology and alternative 
interpretations where possible.

10
10-12 

minutes
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7. Key Words

Instead of ‘shows’
Highlights
Suggests
Implies
Insinuates
Reiterates
Displays

Tentative 
Language

Could
Might
May 

Possibly
Potentially

Key Phrases
‘An alternative interpretation, 

could be…’
‘The word ‘x’ suggests…’

‘The use of ‘x’ emphasizes…’
‘The author may have intended…’

‘The effect on the reader may 
be…’

Describes
Portrays
Emphasises
Introduces

9. Story Arc

8. Narrative Writing Tips

.

• Keep your plot simple: two speaking characters’ maximum.
• Decide on first or third person and your tense. Stick to it! 
• Vary your punctuation.
• Vary your sentences (Compound, complex, simple. Basically, 

longer and shorter sentences.)
• Only describe what is important to your story.
• Include writing techniques where possible.
• Ensure you have stuck to your brief

Enrichment Opportunities

Write a story based on one of the following prompts:
A) A time you had to overcome injustice

B) The Bully
C) A story that starts with, ‘he knew this would be his last chance.’
D) A story that ends with, ‘and I knew my life would never be the same.’
Go to @maidenhillenglish on Instagram for more tips and tasks!
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Enrichment 
Opportunities

‘Perimeter
expressions’
https://nrich.maths
.org/7283

Maths Algebra Unit 2

KeywordsWhat do I need to be 
able to do? 

By the end of this unit you should be able to: 
• Understand like and unlike terms
• Simplify algebraic expressions
• Be able to substitute into single and two step 

function machines.
• Multiply and divide expressions with indices

Simplify: grouping and combining similar terms
Term: a single number or variable 
Like: variables that are the same are ‘like’
Coefficient: a multiplicative factor in front of a variable e.g. 5x (5 is the coefficient, 
x is the variable) 
Expression: a maths sentence with a minimum of two numbers and at least one 
math operation (no equals sign)
Product: multiply terms

Like and unlike terms
Like terms are those whose 

variables are the same
3and

are like
terms

the variable 
is the same

3

the variables 
are NOT the 

same

are unlike
terms

Examples and non-
examples 

Like 
terms

Un-like 
terms

y, 7y
2x2, x2

ab, 10ba
5, -2

y, 7x
2x2, 2c2

ab, 10a
5, -2t

Note here ab and ba are 
commutative operations, so are 

still like terms

Collecting like terms
(156-157)

The      symbol means equivalent to. 
It is used to identify equivalent 
expressions

Collecting like terms
Only like terms can be 
combined

4x  +5b  –2x +10b

4x  +5b  –2x +10b

2x + 15b

Common misconceptions 

2x + 3x2 + 4x           6x + 3x2

Although they both have 
the x variable x2 and x 

terms are un-like terms so 
can not be collected 

Multiply expressions with indices (158)

4b x 3a 
≡4 x b x 3 x a
≡4 x 3 x b x a
≡ 12 ab

5 t x 9 t 
≡5 x t x 9 x t
≡5 x 9 x t x t
≡ 45 t2

2b4 x 3b2

≡2 x b x b x b x b x 3 x b x b
≡2 x 3 x b x b x b x b x b x b
≡ 6 b6

There are often 
misconceptions 

with this 
calculation but 
break down the 

powers 

Two step function machines 

x 5 + 4b
5b

5b + 4

IMPORTANT
Calculate the 

value at the end of 
each operation

- 4÷ 5

+ 4 x 5c
c+4

5(c + 4)

- 4 ÷ 5

= 5c + 20

NOTE: 
The whole first 

output is 
multiplied by 5

https://nrich.maths.org/7283
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Enrichment Opportunities

‘ The simple life’
https://nrich.maths.org/13207/
note

‘Hollow Squares’
https://nrich.maths.org/hollow
squares

Maths Algebra Unit 2

KeywordsWhat do I need to be able to do? 

By the end of this unit you should be able to: 
• Form Expressions
• Expand and factorise single brackets
• Substitute values into expressions and formulae

Multiply single brackets (160)

3 (2x + 4)

3

2x 4

3 x 2x
6x

3 x 4
12

6x + 12

x 1

6x + 12

2x + 4 2x + 4 2x + 4

x x 4 x x 4 x x 4

6x + 12

Different 
representations of 
3(2x+4) = 6x + 12

Factorise into a single bracket (168)

8x + 4

8x + 4 4

Try and make this the 
highest common 

factor

2x + 1

The two values multiply together (also the 
area) of the rectangle

8x + 4 ≡ 4 (2x + 1)

Note: 
8x + 4 ≡ 2(4x + 2)
This is factorised but the 
HCF has not been used

Substitute: replace a variable 
with a numerical value 
Equivalent: something of equal 
value
Highest Common Factor (HCF): 
the biggest factor (or number 
that multiplies to give a term)

Divide expressions with indices (159)

24

36

2 x 2 x 2 x 3

2 x 3 x 2 x 3
3

5 a3 b2

15 a b6

5 x a x a x a x b x b   

3 x 5 x a x b x b x b x b x b x b

a2

3b4

Cross cancelling factors shows cancels the 
expression  

23 a7 y2

5 d b6

This expression cannot 
be divided (cancelled 

down) because there are 
no common factors or 

similar terms

Substitution into expressions (780)

4y 4 lots of ‘y’

If y = 7 this means the expression is asking for 
4 ‘lots of’ 7  

4y= 28
e.g. :   y – 2

= 7 – 2 = 5 

https://nrich.maths.org/13207/note
https://nrich.maths.org/hollowsquares
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Enrichment Opportunities

Documentary
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=jnGTCaiZqOE

BBC Bitesize
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesi
ze/guides/z66g87h/revision/1

Our Communication 2 Key Terminology

Carrier wave waves used to carry any type of signal

Electromagnetic
Spectrum

the continuous spectrum of electromagnetic waves

Microwaves electromagnetic waves between infrared radiation and radio waves in the 
electromagnetic spectrum

Optical fibre thin glass fibre used to transmit light signals

Radiation dose amount of ionising radiation a person receives

Radiowaves electromagnetic waves of wavelengths greater than 0.10m

Ultra Violet 
Radiation

electromagnetic waves between visible light and X-rays in the 
electromagnetic spectrum

Wave Speed the distance travelled per second by a wave crest or trough

White Light light that includes all the colours of the spectrum

X-rays electromagnetic waves smaller in wavelength than ultraviolet radiation than 
ultraviolet radiation and produced by X-ray tubes

Uses of EM Radiation

Risks of EM Radiation

Electromagnetic 
Spectrum

Radiowaves radio, TV and mobile phone
communications

Microwaves satellite communications

Infrared remote controls, night 
vision cameras, optical 
fibres

Visible cameras

Ultra-Violet security marking

X-rays medical imaging, detecting 
damage in metal objects

Gamma 
Rays

Killing cancer cells, killing 
bacteria

Radiowaves and 
Microwaves

Can penetrate your 
body and heat 
internal organs

Ultra Violet Harmful to eyes 
and skin. Can 
cause sunburn, skin 
damage and skin 
cancer

X-rays and Gamma 
Rays

These are called 
ionising radiation 
and can damage 
cells and DNA 
causing cancer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnGTCaiZqOE
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z66g87h/revision/1
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Enrichment Opportunities

BBC bitesize
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z2j22nb
Focus elearning
https://www.focuselearning.co.uk/programmes/?pr
ogramme=essential-science-2018&page=light/light-
refraction

Our Communication 2 Key Terminology

Transverse Waves – the vibration is 
perpendicular to the direction of travel 
(for example water waves)

Amplitude the height of a wave crest or trough of a transverse wave from the rest 
position

Compression The part of a longitudinal wave where the particles are squeezed together

Frequency the number of wave crests passing a fixed point every second

Longitudinal wave waves in which the vibrations are parallel to the direction of energy transfer

Oscillate move to and fro about a certain position along a line

Period the time taken for a wave to pass a fixed point

Rarefaction the part of a longitudinal wave where the particles are stretched apart.

Reflection the change of direction of a light ray or wave at a boundary when the ray or 
wave stays in the incident medium

Refraction the change of direction of a light ray when it passes across a boundary 
between two transparent substances (including air)

Transmission a wave passing through a substance

Transverse Wave a wave where the vibration is perpendicular to the direction of energy transfer

Wavelength the distance from one wave crest to the next

Types of Waves

Longitudinal Waves – the vibration 
is parallel to the direction of travel (for 
example sound waves)

Labelling a Wave

The Wave Equation

Period and Frequency Equation

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z2j22nb
https://www.focuselearning.co.uk/programmes/?programme=essential-science-2018&page=light/light-refraction
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Day of the Dead Festival: 
• 1st November ‘Dia de los Angelitos’ Day of 

the angels, innocents souls of children are 
remembered

• 2nd November ‘Dia de los Difuntos’ Day of the 
dead (adults)

• The official celebration day is the 2nd

November but celebrations can start on the 
31st October so it lasts 3 days in total.

• The festival is to remember your loved ones 
which have passed away, be happy, joyful 
and laugh. 

• Dia de los muertos is not related to 
Halloween, it is an older Aztec celebration.

• The difference with Halloween is that day of 
the dead is a happy event and Halloween 
instils fear in people about death and the 
dead which does not preserve their spirit or 
memory respectfully or peacefully. 

Pan de muerto/death bread: 
has bone shapes on the top, it 
is a sweet orange sugary bread 

Sugar Skulls
Altars

Dia de los Muertos
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Man Made Man made objects have been constructed, caused or made in some way by human 
beings. Natural forms have occurred or grown naturally. 

Many artists are inspired by 
man-made objects, Michael 
Craig-Martin, Jim Dine and 
Mark O’Brien are some of 
the artists that we will look 
at. 

Jim Dine

Michael Craig-Martin

Mark O’Brien

Enrichment: Watch the following series 
with artist Grayson Perry 
https://www.channel4.com/programmes/gra
ysons-art-club

Sculpture Key Words 
and Information

An artist who creates work that is three 
dimensional is called a sculptor.
Sculpture can be made from a range of 
materials that might make the work 
permanent or temporary, such as:

• natural materials, eg grasses, bark, 
pebbles, rushes, leaves, clay, stone, 
wood 
• made materials, eg fabric, card,
cardboard, clay tiles, plastic, bronze,
metal, wire, glass
• reclaimed materials, eg made for one
purpose and used again for another
purpose
• visual qualities, eg shape, form,
texture, colour, pattern
• Different materials will give different
tactile qualities, eg hard, soft, rough,
smooth, bumpy, rigid, pliable
• Different processes are used to create
a range of outcomes, processes could
include assembling, carving, modelling,
casting or constructing
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Forming & Shaping Techniques 

Tools & Equipment  

Name of 
tool

Picture What the tool 
is used for

Tenon
Saw

Cuts accurate 
straight lines in 
small pieces of 
wood and 
provide a 
smooth cut.

Hot wire 
strip 
heater

Used for 
forming plastic 
by applying 
heat to the 
material 

Try
Square

Marks out and 
checks right
angles 

Disc 
Sander

This machine 
smooths 
surfaces and 
removes old 
finishes (e.g. 
paint)

Bench 
Hook

Holds the 
material when
cutting straight 
lines. 

Polymers 

Thermosetting Polymers Thermoforming Polymers

Urea Formaldehyde
Epoxy Resin

Melamine Formaldehyde
Phenol Formaldehyde

Acrylic
Polypropylene

High-Density Polyethylene
Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)

Uses: Electrical fittings, kitchen 
worktops, boat hauls, adhesives 

Uses: Signage, drinks bottles, food 
packaging and window sills

Key words; 
• Tenon Saw
• Acrylic
• Former
• Thermoforming polymers
• Hot wire strip heater
• Oil
• Design brief
• Thermosetting polymers

Health & Safety
1. Listen carefully to the teacher’s instructions
2. Always clamp work before drilling/cutting
3. Wear safety glasses when using machinery
4. Carry and store sharp tools safely

Wood Joints

Finger Joint              Mitre Joint

Wood is a very versatile 
material and can be joined in a 
variety of ways. The finger joint  
requires a higher degree of skill 
to produce, but is far superior 
in strength. Aesthetically, the 
mitre joint looks attractive and 
is used for frame construction.
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The Science of Food: Eggs & Cakes 

Red lion and how they can be used 

All eggs sold in Britain must be marked with a code 
that shows:
•Which egg producer they came from (Farm ID)
•The country of origin (UK)
•The type of method used, e.g. free range, organic, 
barn, cage.

Eggs should be stored in the fridge (3C) or a cool place 
away from strong smelling foods. Eggs should be stored 
blunt end upwards. They should be removed from the 
fridge an hour or so before use, because cold eggs do not 
whisk well. 
Most eggs we use come from British hens, but they can 
also come from duck, geese and quail.

Trapping air/Aerating:
The protein in the egg white stretches when beaten and traps air.
Example:  sponge cake, swiss roll and meringues

Lion quality mark
Eggs displaying the Lion mark have been produced to
the highest standard. Hens are tested for salmonella
and hygiene is strictly controlled.

Key words: 
1. Coagulation
2. Denature 
3. Binding 
4. Coating 
5. Syneresis
6. Protein-complementation (HBV/LBV)
7. Pasteurisation 

Farming methods
Caged / battery:
• Hens are kept indoors in cages. Light, food and temperature are all controlled to 

maximise egg laying. Fertilisers/medication are sometimes used. This is the 
cheapest method of egg production. 

Barn:
• Hens are kept indoors but are free to roam about. The light and feed are controlled. 

The hens have access to some perches and are able to express some natural habits. 
Free range / organic:  
• Hens are allowed to roam in the open air, they are kept in hen houses at night. They 

are able to forage for natural foods and express all of their natural habits. No 
fertilisers are used. This is the most expensive way of producing eggs. 

Nutrition in eggs
Eggs are a nutritious food and good value for
money.
There is no recommended limit on how many
eggs we should eat. Eggs offer us:
Easily digested protein needed for growth.
Essential vitamins, A,D,E, K and B groups –
but no vitamin C
Minerals in iron, phosphorus and zinc
Only 80-90 kcal an egg – and are low in
saturated fat.

Cake making 
methods 
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Enrichment Opportunities
Add pockets to your garment.

Investigate the fast fashion industry to see the effects it has 
upon the global environment. 
Investigate a fashion designer or brand that has a strong 
ethological ethos. Investigate the ‘Stitch It Don’t Ditch It’ 
campaign.
Report on how you could reduce your own clothing 
consumption.

In this project, you will learn about different kinds of patterns such a mirror repeat and drop repeat. You will 
extend your sewing machine skills by learning how to make a simple pair of pyjama shorts, following a paper 
pattern. You will also learn some printing techniques and you will design a repeat pattern to embellish your 
shorts with.

What is pattern? What kinds of patterns can I 
make?  Where can I get inspiration for pattern 
ideas? What patterns do other cultures have?

What techniques and processes can I use to 
create pattern on the surface of my fabric?

How can I turn a piece of 2D fabric into a 3D 
garment? What techniques and processes are 
used? Is it important to measure accurately when 
making a garment? Is it important to cut out 
accurately when making a garment?

What key words would you 
put here?
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Enrichment Opportunities

Codecdamy: https://www.codecademy.com/learn/learn-sql
W3Schools: https://www.w3schools.com/sql/
Microsoft access support: https://support.microsoft.com/en-
us/office/access-video-training-a5ffb1ef-4cc4-4d79-a862-
e2dda6ef38e6

Project Life Cycle

Scheduling using a GANTT chart

Database A file that consists of one or more tables and the supporting objects used to get data into and 
out of the fields

Field A basic entity, data element, or category, such as a book title or telephone number
Record A complete set of all of the data about one person, place, event, or idea
Table A collection of records
Primary key The field that makes each record in a table unique
Query A database object that enables you to ask questions about the data stored in a database and 

returns the answers in the order from the records that match your instructions
Form An interface that enables you to enter or modify record data
Report A printed document that displays information professionally from a database
Datasheet 
View

A grid containing columns and rows where you add, edit, and delete records in a database 
table

Design View Displays the infrastructure of a table, form, or report without displaying the data
Text Stores alphanumeric data, such as a student's name or address
Number Contains a value that can be used in a calculation, such as the number of credits a student has 

earned
Autonumber A special data type that Access uses to assign the next consecutive number each time you add 

a record
Date/Time Hold formatted dates or times and allows the values to be used in date or time arithmetic
Currency Can be used in a calculation and is used for fields that contain monetary values
Yes/No Assumes one of two values, such as Yes or No, True or False, or On or Off
Filter Condition that helps you find a subset of data meeting your specifications

Database Key Terminology

Tasks Duration of tasks

Table Design

Query Design

Form DesignReport Design

1 to many 
relationship

Database testing
How will you ensure that your database 
works?

https://www.codecademy.com/learn/learn-sql
https://www.w3schools.com/sql/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/access-video-training-a5ffb1ef-4cc4-4d79-a862-e2dda6ef38e6
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Devising is a way of making a performance that starts with an 
idea rather than with a script. The performers are then 
involved with developing the story, action and characters 
within the piece. 

A devised performance always starts with a ‘stimulus’ which 
could be anything such as an object, picture or song lyric, as 
long as it sparks ideas for the group making the performance. 

Summary
Extension and 
Further Info

Creating Backstory

Devising –

Semiotics –

Three Act Structure –

Strong Starts and Ends –

Multi-roling –

Proxemics –

Key Techniques

Collaboration

1. Clear communication 
2. Focus and commitment to your group
3. Everyone pulling their weight 
4. Offering ideas 
5. Being prepared to try others’ ideas
6. Be brave and try ideas out

Strong Starts and Ends

Strong Ends
-Resolve the story 
-Cliff hanger / open ended
-A message or point? 
-Blackout 
-Song/music
-Freeze frame 
-Narrator / direct address

Strong Starts:
-Surprising elements  
-Strong emotion (e.g. tears)
-Loud noises/shouts
-Strong and energetic action
-Audience interaction 
-Blackout / lighting
-Music/sound

Volume

Tone

Accent

Pitch

Pace

Emphasis

Voice

Facial

Expression

Movement

Posture

Interaction

Gesture

Body

Proxemics

Three Act Structure
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Qu’est-ce que tu aimes / n’aimes pas regarder? –
what do you like / not like watching?
J’aime (bien / beaucoup) – I like (very much / a 
lot)
Je n’aime pas (du tout) – I don’t like (at all)
Je déteste – I hate
les comédies - comedies
les dessins animés – cartoons
les documentaires – documentaries
les émissions musicales – music programmes
les émissions de sport – sports programmes
les émissions de télé-réalité – reality TV 
programmes
les jeux télévisés – game shows
les séries – series
Je les aime / adore / déteste – I like / love / hate 
them
Je ne les aime pas – I don’t like them
Ça dépend – it depends

Je les trouve… – I find them… 
amusant(e)s – funny
intéressant(e)s – interesting
divertissant(e)s – entertaining
enfantin(e)s – childish
ennuyeux/ennuyeuses – boring
éducatifs/éducatives – educational
nuls/nulles – rubbish
très / assez / un peu – very / quite / a bit

La télévision La musique

Qu’est-ce que tu aimes comme musique? –
what sort of music do you like?
Ce que j’aime c’est la musique folklorique –
what I like is folk music
Ce que je n’aime pas, c’est le classique –
what I don’t like is classical music
Ça me fait… – it makes me…
danser / dormir / rêver – dance / sleep / 
dream
Ça me rend triste – it makes me sad
Ça me rend heureux / heureuse – it makes 
me happy
Ça me calme – it calms me
C’est… – it is…
déprimant / ennuyeux – depressing / boring
entraînant / vif – lively
gai / moderne – happy / modern
original / rapide – original / fast

Le cinéma

Quel dernier film as-tu vu? – what was the 
last film you saw?
J’ai vu… - I saw…
un film d’action – an action film
un film d’arts martiaux – a martial arts film
un film comique – a comedy
un film d’horreur – a horror film
un film romantique – a romantic film
un film de science-fiction – a science fiction 
film
un film à suspense – a thriller
un western – a western
au cinéma / en DVD – at the cinema / on 
DVD
en streaming – streamed (on the internet)
à la télé – on the TV
Je l’ai aimé / adoré / détesté – I liked / loved 
/ hated it
Je ne l’ai pas aimé – I didn’t like it
C’était… - it was… 
Je (ne) le recommande (pas) – I (don’t) 
recommend it

Les livres

Qu’est-ce que tu aimes lire? – what do you 
like reading?
J’aime / Je préfère lire… – I prefer to read…
Je n’aime pas / Je déteste lire… – I don’t like / 
I hate reading…
les (auto)biographies – auto(biographies)
la littérature non-romanesque – non-fiction
les romans d’amour – love stories, romances
les romans d’aventure – adventure novels
les romans comiques – comedies
les romans historiques – historical novels
les romans d’horreur – horror novels
les romans de science-fiction – science fiction

A.V.O.C.A.D.O.S - Adjectives

Génial – great
Drôle – funny
Amusant(e) – funny
Agréable – pleasant
Beau/belle – beautiful
Passionnant(e) – exciting
Divertissant(e) – entertaining
Impressionnant(e) – impressive
Bizarre – strange
Agaçant(e) - annoying
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1.  Qu’est-ce que tu as regardé / lu / écouté / téléchargé? (what have you watched / read / listened to / downloaded?)

Time phrase Subject + Verb Object Opinion phrase Qualifier Adjective 

Le weekend dernier
(last weekend)

La semaine dernière
(last week)

Hier
(yesterday)

Hier soir
(last night)

J’ai regardé
(I watched)

J’ai vu 
(I saw)

J’ai écouté
(I listened to)

J’ai lu
(I read)

J’ai téléchargé
(I downloaded)

Un film d’action. 
(an action film)

Un documentaire.
(a documentary)

La musique pop. 
(pop music) 

Un roman d’aventure.
(an adventure novel)

Un podcast. 
(a podcast)

Selon moi
(In my opinion)

À mon avis
(in my opinion)

je pense que 
(I think that)

Pour moi
(for me)

En ce qui me concerne
(as far as I’m concerned)

C’était
(it was)

Assez
(quite)

Un peu
(a bit)

Très
(very)

Vraiment
(really)

Divertissant
(entertaining)

émouvant
(moving)

Enfantin
(childish)

Ennuyeux
(boring)

Déprimant
(depressing)

2.  Qu’est-ce que tu vas regarder / écouter / lire / télécharger? (what are you going to watch / listen to / 
read / download?)

Time phrase Subject + verb Object Conjunction Opinion 

Le weekend 
prochain 

(next weekend)

La semaine
prochaine

(next week)

Demain
(tomorrow)

Dans quelques
jours

(in a few days)

Je vais regarder
(I’m going to 

watch)

Je vais écouter
(I’m going to listen 

to)

Je vais lire 
(I’m going to read)

Je vais télécharger
(I’m going to 
download)

Un film romantique. 
(an romantic film)

Un jeu télévisé.
(a game show)

La musique folklorique. 
(folk music) 

Un roman historique.
(an adventure novel)

Le dernier tube de Stormzy
(Stormzy’s latest hit)

Parce que
(because)

car 
(because)

Puisque
(because)

Ça va être…
(it’s going to be…)

Ça me fait danser
(it makes me dance)

Ça me rend heureux
(it makes me happy)

Ça me calme
(it makes me calm)

Ça me fait rêver
(it makes me daydream)

Enrichment 
Opportunities

You can extend your work 
further by using other 
vocabulary from these topics, 
not just what’s on here. 
Revise from Quizlet using the 
QR codes below:
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Enrichment Opportunities

Research the birth rate, death rate and GNI for Chad, UK and India. Write a description of 
how they compare. Then do further research to find out what kind of jobs people are doing 
in these three countries. Suggest reasons for this pattern of employment. 
Extra challenge: What is holding these countries back from developing further?

Key word definitions

Birth rate - the number of live births per thousand of the 
population per year
Death rate – the number of deaths per thousand of the 
population per year 
Development – development measures how 
economically, socially, culturally or technologically 
advanced a country is
GNI - Gross National Income - the total amount of 
money earned by a nation's people and businesses
HIC – High Income Country – a country that is 
considered developed and rich
Infant mortality - the number of babies dying for every 
1,000 live births
LIC – Low Income Country – a country that is considered 
underdeveloped and poor
NIC/NEE – Newly Industrialised Country/ Newly 
Emerging Economy – a country that is developing 
quickly. Somewhere between an LIC and HIC
Primary sector – primary jobs involve gathering 
resources from the environment e.g. farming or fishing
Secondary sector – secondary jobs are linked to 
manufacturing goods, turning the primary resource into 
something else. E.g. wood into a table
Tertiary sector – tertiary jobs provide a service, for 
example teaching or a shop assistant
Quaternary sector – quaternary jobs are linked to 
research and development. These are more modern jobs 
for example researching a cure for cancer
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2.1 Key Dates

Jun 1914 Franz Ferdinand short in Sarajevo

Aug 1914 First World War begins

Jul 1916 Battle of the Somme

Nov 1918 Armistice declared

Knowledge Organiser – Y9 – What happened during World War I?

2.2 Key Terms/ Concepts

Alliance Agreement between two or more countries to support 
one another

Conscription Forcing people to join the army rather than relying on 
people volunteering

Western Front The zone of fighting that stretched from Switzerland to 
the English Channel

No-Man’s Land The area between the front line trenches of opposing 
sides.

Allied forces British troops and those of Britain’s allies

Bombardment Continuous attack with shells, intended to destroy 
trench defences, especially barbed wire

Propaganda False or misleading information, used to spread a 
particular point of view

Trench foot A fungal disease common among WWI troops who stood 
in cold and wet conditions for long periods

Shell A bomb that is fired a long distance by artillery (heavy 
guns)

Commemorate To recall and show respect for someone or something

2.3 Key People/ groups/ organisations

General Haig Field Marshal of the British Army

Khudadad
Khan

First soldier of Indian heritage to receive 
the Victoria Cross

Walter Tull First black officer

General Haig Allied commander, led the Army during the 
Battle of the Somme.

2.4 Battle of the Somme

• Led by General Haig
• 1st July 1916
• At the end of the first day 57,470 Allied soldiers and 8000 

German soldiers dead or wounded
• Haig refused to change his tactics
• By November 1916, 620,000 Allied and 450,000 German 

soldiers killed or wounded
• The Allies advanced only around 15 km

Enrichment Opportunities

Meanwhile Elsewhere … 
Carry out independent research on the Easter Rising in Ireland, using this link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gyapXjpAfeYZVTgCBrIjX1BAXVQs9yDd/view

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gyapXjpAfeYZVTgCBrIjX1BAXVQs9yDd/view
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Physical Education – Year 9 – Structure and Function of the Muscular System – Term 2

Location of major muscles



Apophatic theology - The view that 
God cannot be accurately described 
in positive language, only by saying 
what God is not. 

Class consciousness – A term used by 
Marx to mean the working class 
becoming aware they are being 
oppressed 

Design (or teleological) argument –
The argument that the world looks 
designed and so has a designer - God

Empiricism – The theory that 
knowledge is gained through our five 
senses 

Fallacy of composition – An 
argument that wrongly claims that 
what is true of something’s arts must 
also be true of the whole thing

False consciousness – A term used by 
Marx to describe a way of thinking 
that stops the working class from 
seeing how they are being oppressed 

First cause argument  – The 
argument that everything in the 
universe needs a cause and so the 
universe also needs a cause, which is 
God 

First certainty  – ‘I think; therefore I 
am’: Descartes’ realisation that the 
fact he thinks shows that his mind 
must exist. R
S 
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1.2 The Greats: Timeline

Enrichment Opportunities

1) Undertake your own research into philosophy 
from ancient Greece. The most famous ancient 
Greek philosophers are Socrates, Plato, Aristole, 
Pythagoras, Epicurus and Zeno. Use the following 
link to help: 
https://www.ducksters.com/history/ancient_greek
_philosophers.php

2) Research a modern day philosopher and their 
thoughts about the nature of life. 

Socrates (469-399 BCE)

Aristotle 
(384-322 BCE) 

Plato 
(427-347? BCE)

Epicurus 
(341-270 BCE) Saint Thomas 

Aquinas
(1225–1274)

Rene Descartes 
(1596-1650) 

David Hume
(1711-1777)

Immanuel Kant
(1724-1804)

William Paley
(1743-1805)

Sigmund Freud
(1856-1939)

Karl Marx
(1818-1883)

Infinite regress – An endless sequence of 
causes with no beginning 

Logical fallacy – A statement that is logically 
flawed 

Opium of the people – A phrase used by 
Marx comparing religion to opium, an 
addictive painkilling and vision-creating drug 

A priori – A statement which is knowable 
without any reference to any experience. E.g. 
mathematics 5+7=12 

A Posteriori – A state which is knowable only 
after experience. E.g. that food is hot 

The problem of evil – The argument that evil 
and sufferings shows that an all-loving, all-
powerful and all-knowing God cannot exist 

Rationalism – The theory that knowledge is 
gained through reason 

Fallacy of composition – An argument that 
wrongly claims that what is true of 
something’s arts must also be true of the 
whole thing

Realm of Appearances – Plato’s name for the 
world in which we live 

Real of Forms – Plato’s name for a perfect 
realm where our souls previously lived 

Ruling class – According to Marx, the minority 
of rich and powerful people, such as factory 
owners 

1.1 Key Vocabulary 

https://www.ducksters.com/history/ancient_greek_philosophers.php

